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Abstract—Based on a generalized model of the Shockley-
Read-Hall (SRH) statistics published elsewhere, the effect of the 
partial filling of the intermedíate band (IB) in IB solar cells and 
the ways of producing it are analyzed, as is its influence on the 
electron-hole pair generation by subband-gap photons. The differ-
ences between cells with the conduction band and the IB thermally 
coupled and uncoupled are stressed. This paper is oriented toward 
the explanation of the operation of quantum-dot solar cells, where 
the IB is formed from electron-confined states but can also be 
applicable to other IB systems. 

Index Terms—Intermedíate band (IB), quantum dot (QD), 
solar cell. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE OBJECTIVE of the intermediate-band (IB) solar cell 
[1], [2] is to increase the photocurrent of a solar cell while 

keeping the voltage almost unchanged. This is produced by 
the successive (and independent) pumping of an electrón from 
the valence band (VB) to the IB with a subband-gap energy 
photon and another electrón from the IB to the conduction band 
(CB) with another subband-gap energy photon (Fig. 1). Thus, 
the net process is the generation of an electron-hole pair from 
two subband-gap energy photons. As in conventional cells, 
the voltage is still the difference (in electronvolts) of quasi-
Fermi levéis of the CB electrons at the n contact and the VB 
electrons at the p contact. The IB has its own quasi-Fermi 
level Ft. For this cell to appropriately work, it is necessary 
for the IB to be half-filled [1], [2] to find empty states to 
accommodate the electrons proceeding from the CB and filled 
states to permit electrons to be pumped to the CB. In quantum-
dot (QD) solar cells, the half-filling of the IB is usually achieved 
by doping the IB región. However, in many cases, researchers 
are reluctant to carry out this doping possibly because they 
consider it will degrade the cell. Furthermore, this strategy is 
often confirmed, in their view, by the achievement of better 
quantum efficiency. We shall show that, in general, not having 
the IB partially filled increases the cell photocurrent when the 
IB is connected to the CB (in the sense of the IB exhibiting 
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Fig. 1. Simplified energy band-gap diagram of an IB material showing the 
photon absorption and electrón and hole capture processes involving the IB. 

a high-capture cross section for electrons in the CB), which 
can misleadingly lead to the conclusión of having achieved a 
cell with increased efficiency potential. We will show that this 
is not the case since, having the IB and the CB connected, a 
voltage drop will accompany the increase in photocurrent in 
good cells and an increase in efficiency will not be produced. 
On the contrary, if the IB and the CB are not connected, 
although the cell will exhibit a lower increase in photocurrent 
than that of the connected cell (which can be solved by making 
the IB thicker), this increase will not be followed, in particular 
under concentrated light, by an excessive drop in voltage, which 
results in a significant potential increase in efficiency. 

The increase of the photocurrent based on light absorption 
by impurities has been proposed by several authors since 1960 
[3], [4]. Impurity photovoltaics, with impurity levéis rather than 
an IB, has been studied more recently at the light of the IB 
solar cell [5], [6]. The use of the term IB comes from the 
convenience of increasing the density of impurities above the 
Mott transition to prevent [7] the nonradiative recombination 
based in the lattice-relaxation multiphonon emission mecha-
nism [8]. The reason is that, in this mechanism, recombination 
through localized states involves a local change in the electric 
charge density that is responsible of the displacement of the 
impurity from its equilibrium position and therefore favors the 
recombination by means of the emission of múltiple phonons. 
However, in this paper, no conduction is considered along the 
IB. In fact, we are thinking of the energy levéis introduced by 
the QDs as confined levéis. In QDs, since the confined electrons 
are already extended, the formation of bands is unnecessary to 
reduce nonradiative recombination. The results in this paper are 
equally valid for cells with bands or levéis due to impurities. 

II. IB F I L L I N G FAC T OR 

What we cali an IB may in fact be a complex structure. If 
it is formed from QD confined states, several energy levéis 
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TABLE I 
NOMENCLATURE AND PARAMETER VALÚES USED IN THE CALCULATIONS IN THIS PAPER. EXAMPLE 1 CORRESPONDS TO AN EXPERIMENTAL 

InAs/GaAs QD INTERMEDÍATE SOLAR CELL FOLLOWING THE RESULTS IN [12]. EXAMPLE 2 Is FORWARDED TO ILLUSTRATE THE IMPORTANCE 
OF IB-CB UNCOUPLING AND DOPING. EXAMPLE 3 Is HIGHLIGHTED TO ILLUSTRATE THE IMPACT OF FAILING TO ACHIEVE THESE TARGETS 

Symbol Description Cell examples 

an (cm2) 
crp (cm2) 

Nc ( cm- 3 ) 
Nv ( cm" 3 ) 
Nt ( cm" 3 ) 
ND ( cm- 3 ) 

Eg (eV) 
Et (eV) 
<$>B ( V ) 

7Z n (cm" 1 ) 
jlp ( cm" 1 ) 

W (nm) 

One sun narrow coupled 
IB-CB (Example 1) 

Electron capture cross section 2.35 x 1 0 " 1 2 

Hole capture cross section 3 x 1 0 " 1 4 

Effective density of states at the CB 4.7 x 10 1 7 

Effective density of states at the VB 7 x 10 1 8 

Density of traps 8 x 101 6 

Donor density 4 x 101 6 

Bandgap 1.41 
IB position (measured from the VB) 1.13 
Potential barrier 1.3613 
Electron generation coefficient 2.31 x 1 0 - 4 

Hole generation coefficient 2.31 x 1 0 - 4 

Thickness 100 

1000 suns uncoupled 
IB-CB (Example 2) 
7.83 x 1 0 - 1 8 

3 x 1 0 - 1 7 

4.7 x 10 1 7 

7 x 10 1 8 

1 x 10 1 8 

5 x 10 1 7 

1.41 
1.13 
1.3613 
7.83 x 1 0 - 2 

1.18 x 1 0 - 1 

1185 

1000 suns wide coupled 
IB-CB (Example 3) 
7.83 x 1 0 - 1 3 

3 x 1 0 - 1 7 

4.7 x 10 1 7 

7 x 101 8 

1 x 101 8 

0 
1.41 
1.13 
1.3613 
7.83 x 1 0 - 2 

1.18 x 1 0 - 1 

592 

may appear depending on the shape and size of the QD. Up 
to four confined levéis followed by higher levéis that merge 
into the CB can be distinguished below the CB in GaAs with 
InAs QDs either experimentally [9] or by modeling [10], [11] 
(although the result is dependent on the size and shape of the 
QD). Only the fundamental confined electrón state is usually 
designated as an IB. Above these levéis, more closely spaced 
confined-state levéis merge into the CB. As regards the holes, 
confined states are also present, but due to their usually higher 
effective mass, they are more closely spaced and merge into 
the VB. Therefore, the optical band gap may be reduced by 
levéis merging with the VB and the CB as described. Using this 
reduction blindly may lead to an error because the density of 
states of these levéis is much smaller than the (equivalent) one 
in the CB (on the order of lO 1 7 —1019 c m - 3 ) . For the purpose of 
calculating the electrón and hole density, we prefer to leave the 
band edges unchanged and to account for the merging QD states 
as a factor that increases the carrier capture sections of electrons 
and holes. Because of this complexity, a simplified model is 
a good guide for the development of effective IB solar cells 
[12]-[14]. 

In our model, the IB solar cell is made up of a p-type 
semiconductor (that we will lócate on the left of our plots); 
an IB región with VB, CB, and a single IB; and an n-type 
semiconductor (on the right). The IB región may be doped 
(with donors in our case) or not doped. This simplified model 
is a generalized Shockley-Read-Hall (GSRH) model that has 
been developed in [12]. Essentially, it is assumed that the 
IB is formed by deep levéis brought about by impurities 
or QDs that can interchange electrons with the CB and the 
VB through the processes of electrón and hole capture and 
emission mechanisms. In addition, in this GSRH model, the 
deep levéis absorb photons from a source out of the equilib-
rium (e.g., the sun) through the emission of holes to the VB 
(pumping electrons from the VB) or the emission of electrons 
to the CB. The photons in equilibrium are assumed to be 
included in the ordinary emission and capture mechanisms. 
Taking all this into account, following a scheme parallel to 
that followed by Shockley and Read [15] and Hall [16] and 
improved by Keevers and Green [4] and Hsieh and Hard [17], 

Luque et al. [12] obtain an expression for the filling factor / of 
the IB, i.e., 

/ 
Jn 

fd 
(1) 

where 

fn = cfnNc exp 
Eg — eip — A F v - eV 

kT 

Et apNvexp [ —j-^ ] + 7 l p (2) 

fd = °nNC exp 

+ exp 

Eg — ecp — Apv — eV 

kT 

•crpNv exp 

exp 

E9 ~ Et 

kT 

A F v + ecp 

kT 

Et_ 
kT + 7in + 7iP- (3) 

The notation is defined in Table I, where the cases being studied 
that will appear in this paper are also listed. These cases essen
tially correspond to an IB cell operated at one sun (Example 1) 
and at 1000 suns. In addition, the case of operation at 1000 suns 
is split in two, known as IB-CB coupled (Example 2) and 
uncoupled (Example 3). IB-CB coupled is defined by a high 
valué of the electrón capture cross section an, whereas the 
IB-CB uncoupled case corresponds to a low valué of this 
parameter. Temperature T will be 300 K in all cases. 

The origin of the x-coordinate and of the potential (p are 
taken at the interface between the p región (on the left in our 
drawings) and the IB región. The origin of the energies is taken 
at the top of the VB at x = 0. The electrón and hole generation 
coefficients 7in and 7ip are given, respectively, by 

^ t h T l n ^ í „(°) < ÎC ( ^ p h ) ^ p h ( ^ p h ) ^ p h 

,(0) ^thTlp^í = ^{
v¡(Eph)Fph(Eph)dEph 

(4) 

(5) 



„(°) JO) with a^ = aicCEph)//, a n d «vi = «vi(^Ph)/( l - / ) . No-
tice that the absorption coefficients O¿XY •> where XY represents 
the absorption from the X band to the Y band, depend on the 
trap-filling factor (1). The terms with the index zero represent 
the most favorable condition for the absorption coefficient, 
which, for VB —• IB transitions, is that in which all the traps 
are empty and, for IB —• CB transitions, is that in which all the 
traps are filled. 

Equation (1) has a dependence with x through p. Apv is 
the VB quasi-Fermi level measured from the top of the VB 
at x = 0. It might also be position dependent (through p). At 
x = 0, it takes a small valué associated with the doping of the p 
región. The CB quasi-Fermi level is represented by Apv + V, 
where V is the local quasi-Fermi level split. Consequently, V 
may also be position dependent and, therefore, is not generally 
the applied voltage. V becomes the applied voltage once we 
ignore the spatial variation of the quasi-Fermi levéis, as we 
do in this paper. Assuming the CB and VB quasi-Fermi levéis 
to be constant also implies assuming a high electrón and hole 
mobility and, therefore, that ohmic losses are neglected. Notice, 
however, that the IB quasi-Fermi is not assumed to be constant 
in this paper but to vary as required to satisfy the proper valué 
of the filling factor. Any degeneracy or high doping effect can 
be included in the model by considering potential-dependent 
effective densities of states iV¿(<¿?, x(p)) and Ny((p, x(p)). 

The generation coefficients depend on the photon flux and, 
through it, also on the position, the concentration level, and 
the spectral photon distribution between the energies involved 
in the IB —• CB and VB —• IB transitions. However, the de
pendence on the position is negligible if the absorption is 
weak. Even if it is not, for the sake of simplicity, we have 
taken the light flux as independent of the depth. With all these 
simplifications, / , which is explicitly dependent on p in (l)-(3), 
becomes independent of the position, except through p(x). 

We plot the filling factor f(p) for several valúes of V in 
Fig. 2. The IB is almost empty for low valúes of the electrostatic 
potential p and is almost full for the highest valúes. The 
threshold, the potential at which a rapid increase in the filling 
factor takes place, depends on the quasi-Fermi level split V. 

In (2) and (3), the terms iVcexp(—(Eg — ep — Apv — 
eV/kT)) and Ny exp(—(Apv + ep/kT)) represent the densi
ties of electrons and holes, respectively. These take high valúes 
near the n región (accumulation of electrons) and the p región 
(accumulation of holes), respectively, that sandwich the IB 
región. The hole density appears in the denominator, and the 
term containing it is dominant for a small p, that is, near the p 
región, making / cióse to zero. The electrón density appears in 
the numerator and the denominator, and the terms containing 
it are dominant for p cióse to <£# — V, that is, near the n 
región, thus making / cióse to 1. Far from the edges, both terms 
strongly decrease to become negligible. 

There are also terms that are independent of the poten
tial. These are apNy exp(—(Et/kT)) and crnNc ex.p(—(Eg — 
Et/kT)) on one side and 7ip and 7in on the other. Among these 
terms, apNy exp(—(Et/kT)) is totally negligible in the case of 
cells made of InAs QDs in GaAs (given the large valué for Et), 
so that in the one-sun cell [Fig. 2(a)], at intermedíate valúes of 
the potential where the accumulation of holes and electrons has 
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Fig. 2. Filling factor / versus potential (p for several valúes of the applied 
voltage V. Note that the highest íp valué for every function is <£># — V. 
(a) Example 1: one sun, narrow IB, IB-CB coupled cell (Table I). 
(b) Example 2: 1000 suns, wide IB, IB-CB uncoupled cell (Table I). 

disappeared, / = jip/anNcexp(-(Eg - Et)/kT) = 2.31 x 
10~4/21.8 = 1.05 x 1(T5. On the contrary, for the IB-CB 
uncoupled concentration case, the term containing an is re-
duced because of the smaller an valué and the higher valúes 
7ip and 7in. Therefore, outside the accumulation regions, / = 
7iP/(7in + 7iP) = 0A as found in Fig. 2(b). 

The interpretation of these results is that the filling of the 
IB, for a wide range of potentials, is governed by the balance 
between the filling of the IB traps and their emptying. In the 
one-sun IB-CB coupled case, the filling mechanism is the 
pumping of electrons from the VB to the IB through photon 
absorption, and the emptying is by thermal escape. In the 1000-
sun uncoupled IB-CB case, the filling is by photon pumping 
through the VB —• IB transition (7ip(l — / ) ) and the emptying 
by photon pumping through the IB —• CB transition (7in/). 

III. BAND DIAGRAMS 

However, the fact that, in a large part of the (/?-domain, 
the filling of the IB is governed by the balance that we have 
just explained does not imply that this has to be the case, 
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Fig. 3. Band diagram showing the position of the (solid lines) CB, VB, and IB (or Et) and (dashed lines) quasi-Fermi levéis Fe, Fy, and Ft corresponding to 
the electrons in the CV, VB, and IB, respectively. (a) One sun, narrow IB, IB-CB coupled cell (Example 1) at short circuit. (b) At open circuit (V = 0.667 V). 
(c) One thousand suns, wide IB, IB-CB uncoupled cell (Example 2) at short circuit. (d) Open circuit (V = 1.17 V). 

when translated through the relationship <p(x), for most of the 
x-domain. In this respect, let us examine the Poisson equation 

dx 
_P_ = 

-Nc exp 

e 

ee0 

Efí 

Ny exp 

ecp • 

A F V + e(f 

kT 

A F V - eV 

kT 
+ ND- Ntf (6) 

where £ is the electric field. The space charge is strongly 
positive in the región cióse to the p contact (the región with 
accumulated holes) and strongly negative in the región cióse 
to the n contact (the región with accumulated electrons). At 
some point in between, it becomes zero. If the IB is thin, this 
zero will be reached at a certain point at which d^/dx = 0, 
implying, with our choice of x-coordinate, a máximum of the 
negative electric field necessary to intégrate a positive potential 
&B — y • However, if the IB is thicker, then a zero-field región 
will appear, at which also d^/dx = 0, as well as the charge 
density, because the integral of the field is anyway limited to 
§B — V. This behavior can be seen in the band diagram plots 
in Fig. 3. In the thin IB, the electric field (determined by the 

slope of the bands) filis the entire IB región, whereas in the 
thick cell, the electric field is confined to the edges. For these 
wide IB cells, far from the proximity of the p and n regions 
where electrons or holes are accumulated, the charge neutrality 
condition is given by / = Nr>/Nt (assuming Np < Nt), as 
deduced from (6). 

If the IB is thick, the built-in potential is split into two 
terms, appearing at the regions cióse to the p and n regions. 
If, for instance, / = N]j/Nt = 1/2, then the built-in potential 
near the p región becomes <í>Bp = 1.2422 — V for the 1000-sun 
wide-IB región IB-CB uncoupled (Example 2), whereas 
near the n región, it becomes <¡>Bn = $B — 1.2422 = 0.119 
[Fig. 3(c)]. Notice that the IB then behaves as an n región in 
a p-n-n+ junction, where the n+ región is the n-sandwiching 
región (often called emitter). When a voltage V is applied, 
this voltage is sustained by the p-n junction and no external 
voltage drops at the n-n+ junction. This has to be taken into 
account, for instance, for voltage capacitance experiments. On 
the contrary, if the doping is smaller, below the balance of 
the IB filling by light and/or thermal escape, we find that the 
situation is just the opposite. For instance, again in Example 2 
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Fig. 4. Net generation density. (a) and (b) As a function of the electrostatic potential. (c) and (d) As a function of the position. (a) and (c) For the thin IB-CB 
coupled cell at one sun (Example 1 in Table I), (b) and (d) For the thick IB-CB uncoupled cell under concentrated light (Example 2 in Table I). 

(Tablel),if / = ND/Nt = 0.1,then$Bp = 0.1017 and $ B n = 
1.2596 — V, and the whole structure behaves like a p+-p-n+ 

structure, where the IB behaves as a p región forming a 
p-n junction at the n side and a high-low junction at the p side. 

IV. GENERATION PROFILES 

Based on the filling factor, the generation is given in [12] by 

n Ntvth í AT ( Eg-Et 

• o-pTiniVy exp [—j-^] 

crnapNcNv exp ( -—^ (H)-
(7) 

In Fig. 4, we present the generation-potential curve at short 
circuit for the two examples given before. The generation is 
small in the accumulation regions: on the p side, because there 
are no filled states in the IB to produce (thermally or optically) 
the IB —• CB transition; on the n side, because all the IB states 
are filled and there are no empty states to allow the VB —• IB 
transition. 

Outside these regions, in the one-sun example (with IB-CB 
coupled), the first term in the numerator is dominant, being 
the dominating term in the denominator the one with the 
same exponential term. Therefore, the generation is given by 
eG = eiVt^thTip = 30 A • cm"3. This represents the fact that 
the limiting factor for the generation is the VB —• IB optical 
transition rate. The second step to the CB is easily saved by the 
thermal jump. On the contrary, in the concentration example 
(Example 2 with IB-CB uncoupled), the dominating term in 
the numerator is the product of the electrón and hole gamma 
valúes (7in7iP)> not only because the gamma valúes are about 
a thousand times larger than at one sun but also because the 
capture section of electrons is decreased by more than five 
orders of magnitude. In the denominator, for the same reasons, 
the terms with the gamma valúes become dominant. Therefore, 
eG = eNtvthjipjin/(jin + 7iP) = 7 5 3°0 A • cm"3, express-
ing the fact that now the generation is limited by the smallest of 
the optical transition rates between VB —• IB and IB —• CB. 

The máximum valué in the uncoupled case for eG corre-
sponds to eG = eiVtVth7ip/2 and would be reached when both 
gamma valúes are equal. Notice that this máximum is half the 
valué of the máximum valué that can be obtained for the cou
pled IB-CB case. This is so because, in the uncoupled case, the 
IB is half-filled, whereas in the coupled IB-CB case, it is empty. 



However, as aforementioned, this wide range of potentials 
does not correspond to most of the IB space. On the contrary, 
it has been indicated that most of the IB región, in wide 
semiconductors, is at the potential that makes the space charge 
zero, (approximately, the potential for which / = Nr>/Nt). 
This explains why, in Fig. 4(d), the región where the generation 
is máximum is located within the space charge to the left of 
the neutral zone since, in all this neutral zone, the generation 
is below this máximum because the filing of the IB in this 
región is not the best, given the valúes of gamma. In general, the 
best situation is when the doping level induces a filling factor 
/ = 71p/(71P+71n)=JVD/JVt. 

One corollary of the preceding arguments is that cells with 
the IB empty and thermal IB-CB coupling absorb the subband-
gap light better than cells with the IB partially filled and 
uncoupled IB-CB. Indeed, a thicker IB can solve this issue, but 
at the expense of some additional recombination. Anyway, the 
splitting of the Fermi level into three quasi-Fermi levéis that 
is clearly visible in open circuit in Fig. 3(d) is not produced 
in IB-CB coupled IBs [Fig. 3(b)]. Consequently, in IB-CB 
uncoupled cells, we must rely on a partially filled IB to be able 
to have empty states to receive the VB —• IB transitions and full 
states to supply the IB —• CB transitions. The topic has already 
been discussed in the detailed balance limit [18], [19] analysis 
of this cell. 

V. CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS 

In the current-voltage characteristics plotted in Fig. 5, 
which are calculated using the model in [12], both cells have 
the same parameters, with the following exceptions: 1) The 
cell in Fig. 5(a) is not doped to prevent the filling of the 
IB, whereas that in Fig. 5(b) is doped with Np = 0.5 N¿. 
2) The electrón capture cross section an is 7.83 x 10~13 cm2 

in Fig. 5(a) and 7.83 x 1(T17 cm2 in Fig. 5(b). 3) The cell 
thickness in Fig. 5(b) is wider than that in Fig. 5(a) to com
pénsate for the reduction in absorption as a result of the half-
filling of the IB. In both cases, light absorption is almost total 
for below band-gap energy photons. The hole capture cross 
section is low in both cases, but probably achievable, in both 
cases being above the valué obtained in the detailed balance 
limit [20]. 

As it can be seen from the plots, the IB-CB connected 
cell can produce an increased current, but at the expense of 
a reduced voltage with respect to an ordinary state-of-the-art 
GaAs cell [21]. Both factors balance out, and the efficiency 
is almost unchanged. On the contrary, when IB-CB cells are 
thermally unconnected and the IB is properly doped, the current 
can equally be increased by increasing the thickness of the 
IB región, but the voltage is not reduced as much, and the 
efficiency can be around or above that of a state-of-the-art 
double-junction solar cell (32.6%) [22]. 

VI. CONCLUSIÓN 

We have examined the role of the IB filling in IB solar cells. 
The filling factor depends on the potential developed between 
the p and n regions, which endose the IB band región, and 
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Fig. 5. Calculated current-voltage characteristics at 1000 suns for an IB 
solar cell (a) with the IB coupled to the CB (Example 3 in Table I) and 
(b) with the IB uncoupled to the CB (Example 2 in Table I). In both cases, the 
characteristics are compared with a state-of-the-art GaAs reference cell. The 
calculated efficiency valúes are 28.2% and 34.2% for the IBSC for plots (a) and 
(b), respectively. The efficiency of the GaAs reference cell is 28.1% (reduced 
to 26% in a state-of-the-art cell [21] due to series resistance). 

through the dependence of the potential with the position, it 
also depends on the position. 

For cells where the electrón capture section is very large—we 
say for this case that the IB is thermally coupled to the CB—the 
best situation is to have the IB almost empty to maximize the 
absorption of photons in the VB —• IB transition. In this case, 
it is convenient not to dope the IB with donors. On the other 
hand, if the capture section is reduced to the extent the IB-CB 
becomes uncoupled and the IB is wide enough, then it must be 
doped with donors to forcé a partial filling in most of the IB. 
The optimal doping is Np = iVt7ip/(7ip + 7I11). 

It is confirmed once again that, while with the appropriate 
IB thickness the IB-CB coupled cell may increase its current, 
it does it at the cost of reducing the voltage. The result is that, 
once all technological intricacies are solved for the coupled QD 
InAs/GaAs solar cells, we can only expect efficiency valúes 
similar to good GaAs solar cells. On the contrary, if the IB-CB 
in a QD InAs/GaAs cell is uncoupled, then the efficiency under 
concentrated light of the same structure may be in the range 
of the best dual-junction tándem cells also under concentrated 



sunlight. The total potential barrier is set by the doping of the 
enclosing semiconductors. When the IB is wide, the IB región 
is made up of a neutral zone surrounded by two space-charged 
zones. When doping above the optimal valué, most of the po
tential barrier is developed in the p-IB junction, and this partial 
barrier is the one variable with the applied voltage. In this case, 
the IB-n potential barrier is constant. This behavior—for C-V 
measurements for instance—is like that of a p+n-n+ structure. 
On the contrary, below the optimal doping, the situation is 
reversed: the highest voltage potential barrier is at the IB-n 
interface, and the p+IBn+ structure behaves like a p+-p-n+ 
structure. 
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